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"Mediation is a facilitated negotiation with a trusted neutral." 1 

This is not the definition of mediation under the Maryland Rules of Civil Procedure 
{"Maryland Rules" or "Title 17")2. Under the Maryland Rules, mediators are restricted from sharing 
their opinions about possible trial outcomes or recommending settlement terms even when 
asked to do so by people who are paying for the service.' If a mediator is asked to express an 
opinion about the terms of a proposed settlement, the "mediation" presumably stops 
and another process begins such as a settlement conference or neutral evaluation." From 
a practical perspective, and in this author's experience, no one thinks about or handles 
dispute resolution this way, especially in the heat of the moment. 

Title 17 should not redirect parties who are in mediation to a "settlement 
conference" just because they want an evaluative opinion - it is an unnecessary imposition on the 
information needs of the lawyers and the parties. Rather than narrow its application by pre
determining which kinds of conflict can or should be mediated, the Maryland Rules should 
facilitate wide use of mediation and permit the parties to get the information they want." 
"Self-determination" is a bedrock principle of mediation.? Some parties want a 
therapeutic discussion." Others want to bargain and strike a deal." Quality mediators do 
both and good mediation process can deliver both.? 

It is no exaggeration to point out that an enormous body of litigants is affected by Title 17's 
restrictions on deal-making mediators. Consider tort litigation. Many thousands of tort claims are 
filed across Maryland each year. Where there is an automobile collision, there is a tort claim. And 
where there is a tort claim, there is a dispute over whether someone pays money. Many Maryland 
circuit courts refer these disputes to court-appointed mediators who, as explained above, are not 
supposed to recommend terms or express opinions about possible trial outcomes. Attorneys and 
insurance companies hire private mediators, however, because they will evaluate, express opinions, 
and recommend settlement terms - all the while calling the process "mediation." 
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Confusion continues to grow over what is and what is not considered mediation because 
other terms are used for what appears to be the same process.!? The general public has no trouble 
understanding what doctors, accountants, and lawyers do despite innumerable distinctions they 
maintain within their individual professions and sub-specialties. The ADR community cannot say 
the same for itself, as many practitioners over-emphasize and attach themselves to particular 
process distinctions.'! Albeit unintentionally, the ADR community in Maryland has 
institutionalized this confusion by creating a different, more-restricted form of mediation under 
Title 17 than is practiced commercially. In this author's opinion, the longer confusion persists over 
what is and what is not considered mediation, the longer it will take for the wider public to 
understand and embrace mediation as a valuable way for people to resolve their own disputes. 12 
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